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1. Recommendation for action by the DIME 

The DIME is invited to take note of the ITDG report. 

2. Background and brief history 

Not applicable. 

3. Policy context 

Not applicable. 

4. Consequences for the NSIs  

Not applicable. 

5. Outstanding problems 

Not applicable. 

6. Risk assessment 

Not applicable. 

7. Next steps 

Not applicable. 
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1. Opening 

1.1. Introduction 

Daniel Defays, Director A.I. of Corporate statistical and IT services, and chairperson of 
the meeting, welcomed the ITDG participants and introduced the agenda. He explained 
that ESSC decided to increase the importance of the Directors Group within the ESS, and 
thereby ITDG is instructed to prepare decisions. This is the reason behind the structural 
change in the 2012 agenda, divided in topics for discussion and topics for information. 
Member States were invited to explain the current status of frameworks in their countries, 
and to participate and comment the several topics presented. 

The chairman also contextualized this meeting within the major economic crisis, with 
serious statistical implications. The new ESS VIP programme was also mentioned as a 
vehicle to gain efficiency at the production of European Statistics. 

The chairman also stressed the challenges for the official statistics community, with the 
need of the industrialization of statistics, plug and play architecture, solutions for mobile 
devices and the need for standards as examples of issues to be tackled. 

 The chairman concluded by stating the 3 main objectives of this meeting: 

1. Ensure the exchange of information between the ITDG representatives. 
2. Prepare and follow-up common actions, agreeing on the orientation and work 

programme for the coming years. 
3. Supervise and coordinate the work of working groups reporting to ITDG. 

1.2. Approval of the agenda 

The agenda of this meeting was adopted without change.  

2. IT governance and related issues 

2.1. ITDG mandate and rules of procedure 

Presentation 

Eurostat introduced this topic by mentioning that a standard template for rules of 
procedure had been proposed at ESSC in order to streamline decision making at 
European level. Concordantly, ITDG's role was to verify the adequacy of the proposed 
document, having in mind the nature of the group. 

The main impacts in the functioning and structure were presented, mainly in the 
timeliness of the documentation, the formalization of written consultations, the 
enforcement of commitment of the Member States' representatives within ITDG, the 
categorization of the items of the agenda (topics for discussion vs. information), the 
usage of a functional mailbox ESTAT-ITDG@ec.europa.eu for communication within 
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ITDG and the adaptation of CIRCA group to reflect the changes implied by the rules of 
procedure. 

The last topic under this item of the agenda covered the updates made in the ITDG 
mandate, according to the 5-years programme of 2013-2017, as well as reference to the 
rules of procedure.  

The ITDG was asked to comment and approve the rules of procedure and mandate. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The empowerment given to ITDG as a decision body and the role of ESSC were 
debated. It was clarified that within the current legal framework the decisions 
must be formally taken at ESSC level, but ITDG plays a decisive role as an 
advisory group. Adaptations to the rules of procedure were proposed to reflect 
this role more precisely. 

• The precision of calendar of the meeting for electronic exchange views was 
questioned. Amendments to article 5 were suggested to guarantee at least 2 
weeks. 

• The number of needed members for triggering the termination procedure, 
expressed in article 9.2, was discussed. Some countries wished to terminate it if a 
single country requested. Clarifications upon this topic were promised by the 
chairman. 

• The number of languages supported both for the ITDG meeting and the 
production of minutes was questioned. Suggestions were made to support 
translation in at least 6 languages for the minutes. Eurostat mentioned that ESSC 
decided that only English could be supported but for exceptions duly justified. 

• The clarity of article 13 mentioning the correspondence within ITDG was 
questioned. Amendments were proposed in order to improve clearness. 

• The confidentiality of deliberations (article 15) within ITDG was discussed with 
some Member States questioning the semantics of the word "deliberation" versus 
the word "discussions" which seemed more appropriate; this would imply a 
renaming of the article.  

• The need of a simple majority to open the discussions to the public (article 15.2) 
was also discussed with some countries preferring unanimity.  

• The chairman mentioned that the scope of article 15 would have to be clarified as 
well as the possibility to rename it. 

• In what regards the mandate, the role of ESAC and their presence within the 
ITDG representatives was clarified. 

Conclusion 

1. Corrections in the articles 

� Article 5 – Exchange of views launched at least 2 weeks before the 
meeting 

� Article 9.2 – Verify if one member is enough for termination 
procedure 
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� Article 11.2 – Concern regarding the minutes being only in English 
(noted but no modification is proposed) 

� Article 13 – Regrouping of points 13.1 and 13.2 needed 
� Article 15 – Renaming of the article (to be verified) 

2. Rules of procedures and mandate adopted – reserve from Spain due 
to article 11.2 

2.2. Group structure working under the ITDG and DIME (including the IT 
user groups) 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the group structure working under ITDG and DIME, focused on the 
need to strengthen the role of the Director Groups in the decision preparation for the 
ESSC and setting up new ESS user groups for shared services and shared IT applications. 
The level decomposition of the groups was highlighted, and 3 levels were identified 
according to their role. The results of the Edamis User Group meeting were also 
presented, and special concerns were given to the apparent complex structure of the 
groups, the lack of service-oriented groups, and a suggestion to merge the Edamis User 
Group with the Validation Services User Group. ITDG was asked to comment the group 
structure and validate the proposal made. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The scope of the Metadata Working Group and the need of common coordination 
were questioned, focused in how it could articulate with DIME and ITDG.  

• The support given by ITDG to the newly developed Seasonal Adjustment tool was 
asked. 

• The 3-level decomposition of the groups was questioned. Since the reporting of 
all the groups goes to DIME and ITDG, 2 levels were perceived as more adequate. 

• It was suggested that ITDG and DIME should cooperate more closely via a 
combined Steering Committee meeting. Volunteers were asked for this purpose. 

• The proliferation of technical working groups was highlighted as an emerging 
problem. Assessments on a possible restructuration of the groups were asked. 

Conclusion 

1. Stronger coordination for ITDG and DIME requested. Creation of a 
common steering group suggested and volunteers asked. Interest to 
participate should be communicated with the next 2 weeks. 

2. To limit the proliferation of technical working gro ups is needed. 
Proposal of merging EDAMIS and the Validation Technical Group is 
accepted.   

3. The Seasonal Adjustment group should be added. 
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4. Two different types of working groups are considered: one dealing 
with IT tools and another one dealing with topic-related issues. They 
all report to ITDG or/and DIME. There is however no hierarchy 
between these two different types of groups.    

5. A reorganization of the ESS working groups related to corporate 
statistical and IT services should be reconsidered to better support 
the ESS work program and joint ESS strategy. 

2.3. Coverage of security issues 

Presentation 

Eurostat contextualized this topic by stating that 2 recent regulations oblige the Member 
States and Eurostat to ensure the principles and guidelines to guarantee data protection 
and that Eurostat should protect by all means any data that could prejudice the European 
Union interests. In order to commit to these, Eurostat presented the challenges for 
implementing the vision, with highlights on network, information stores, modular 
protection, optimal collaboration and the need to increase trust levels between Member 
States. Eurostat also mentioned that the increasing threats implied risks on the 
governmental functions and businesses, with an increasing cost of security and recovery 
due to attacks. 

Having the above mentioned scenery in mind, Eurostat proposed the creation of a new 
working group – ESS Security Working Group (E4SWG) – whose role would comprise 
understanding all the needs of Eurostat and Member States, collect the best practices, 
understand the IT architecture of each member and agree on common rules. This group 
proposed to discuss its mandate in an EA workshop, discuss secure message mechanisms, 
visit the NSI to acquire information regarding the IT architecture and create a central 
repository with the above mentioned information.  

The ITDG was asked to discuss the scope and action plan of this future group and 
approve its creation. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• It was emphasized that the creation of such group seemed to be justified, though it 
should be focused more in practical applications and less in discussion. It was 
suggested to run this group for one year, assess its results, and then revaluate its 
role and need.  

• It was underlined that this group should review the security regulations of the 
member states and propose regulations covering security measures. The usage of 
ISO standards and analysis of security frameworks was also proposed. 

• The objectives, needs and expected results of this group should be made clearer. 
Concrete projects should be proposed. 

Conclusion 
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1. Security is recognized as a key-issue that deserves the attention of the 
ITDG. 

2. Mandate of the proposed Security WG has to be amended, covering 
more practical and project-oriented issues and more focused on tasks 
and security-related frameworks. 

3. The working group is set up for one year and will be reconsidered 
next year. 

3. Enterprise Architecture 

3.1. Presentation of Enterprise Architecture 

Presentation 

Eurostat contextualized the need for this topic due to the increase of challenges caused by 
the stovepipe business process paradigm, integration and reengineering of systems, 
legacy applications, etc. within the European Institutions. The main drivers of change are 
global and common all the statistical industry, e.g. the increasing demands for high-
quality statistics, the globalisation of the statistical phenomena or budgetary cuts. 
Eurostat expressed the need of defining a common target for the ESS common 
infrastructure, pillared on the need to guarantee reactivity, interoperability, reusability, 
sharing components, rationalizing IT and reducing development/maintenance costs, 
among others. The main ESS EA components to date are the fundamental principles and 
strategic directions for development of networking, information sharing, a service 
approach and interoperability of processes, underpinning the implementation of the ESS 
joint strategy. 

The to-be state was also envisioned, with the foundations of an integrated statistical 
system relying on subsidiarity, driven by metadata and built standards for using common 
infrastructures. The key-principles were presented supporting the 3 meta-functions 
(collection-process-dissemination): an integrated dissemination, a set of services 
(statistical and logical nature) and a secure network (ESS BUS). The to-be state makes 
reference to competence centres, ESS data stores and data warehouses, sharing of micro-
data and SOA platforms. 

The ITDG was asked to discuss the to-be state and suggest ways priorities to proceed. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The Member States highlighted the importance of national needs within the global 
framework. A cost-benefit assessment is necessary in order to buy it.  

• It was mentioned that the approach presented was too generic and hard not to 
agree with. The goals and objectives should be made clearer and a road map 
should be developed. 
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• The scope was perceived as ambitious, and the timing proposed for this initiative 
was questioned. Some highlighted that the 10 years' time window was too long. 
One delegate stressed that planning at 10 years ahead is not relevant given the fast 
evolution of IT. A project-oriented approach, with business cases, should support 
it. 

• The increase of shared micro-data was perceived has a concern among Member 
States. 

Conclusion 

1. The usefulness of a general strategy is recognised. The strategy goes 
beyond IT related issues and should be driven by business. 

2. The "to be" state is perceived as very general. Special concerns with 
exchange of microdata were expressed by some countries. 

3. Given the ambition of the programme, the implementation should be 
progressive, starting from projects with convincing business cases. 

4. The costs and benefits of the projects for the Member States have to 
be analysed. 

3.2. ESS VIPs 

Presentation 

Eurostat started by presenting the underlining context behind the ESS VIP programme, 
how it implements the vision, its key organisational principles and business case, 
emphasizing the optimization of resources, the streamlining of developments and the 
enhanced flexibility when new requirements arrive. The main architectural principles 
were introduced, as well as the most relevant cross-cutting issues and their relationship 
with the several ESS VIP projects. A brief description for the proposed "business" 
projects was made (ADMIN, NAPS-S, SIMSTAT, ESBRs, Common Validation Policy, 
ICT-HUB, ESS DW pilots (PRIX and TRANSP), supported by the development of cross-
cutting infrastructure, the information models, the network and communication, shared 
services (plug & play), data warehouses and the validation architectures. 

The programme implementation was also presented, with Eurostat stressing the need of 
improved governance at the ESS level to tighten the different projects, and the agreement 
of ESSC to launch ESBRs, SIMSTAT and Common Validation Policy projects in 2013. 
The need to support the alignment of national and Eurostat infrastructure was also 
stressed. 

The conclusions from the last ESSC were also presented: 
• Supported programme as adequate ESS response to challenges. 
• Agreement on the 3 priority projects. 
• Request strengthening of cost/benefit analysis for the remaining projects. 
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In the end, ITDG was asked to give an opinion on the proposed approach, identify 
challenges and gaps and suggest ways to ensure Member States participation within the 
ESS VIP implementation programme. 

3.3. Towards am enterprise architecture for the ESS for implementing 
the vision 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented a tentative roadmap towards the development of common 
infrastructures. Along the five main strands the information models, the information 
infrastructure, the network, the services and the validation architecture.  The presentation 
stressed how each individual project would contribute to this roadmap and the several 
interconnections were shown. Special attention was given to the need of launching 
feasibility studies to assess the validity of the approach, though no timeline was yet 
proposed. 

The ITDG was asked to provide a generic opinion on what was discussed to comment in 
how this approach could be linked with the existent infrastructure in the Member States, 
and what should be the role of the ITDG within the governance of this initiative. 

Discussion (3.2 & 3.3) 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The Member States pointed out the ambition and broadness in scope of this 
initiative. Some shared the idea that as a vision it should remain ambitious, others 
mentioned that it was neither realistic nor feasible. 

• The time window, or the absence of a clear one, was questioned by some 
interlocutors. The opinions diverged regarding the adequate timing for 
implementing this vision, but the common opinion was that a more focused 
roadmap was needed. 

• Some concerns were raised regarding the alignment of the vision with the 
individual needs of the Member States. The specific benefits were not 
perceivable, the overall approach seemed to be Eurostat-centric and the countries 
stressed that many efforts had to be done in order to overcome infrastructural 
incompatibilities among primary data, confidential data, big data and others, to 
guarantee interoperability and common interfaces between ESS and Member 
States. 

• Discussions were held regarding the need of a more clear business involvement in 
the approach; business cases should be conceived and cross-cutting and projects 
with tangible results should be given priority. 

• The role of ITDG was enforced as being pivotal for the strategic guidance of the 
initiatives taken. ITDG should guarantee coherence among projects, should set the 
direction to follow, define clear objectives to be achieved, validate the main 
deliverables of the projects and, above all, ensure appropriate governance is in 
place. 
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• Some Member States mentioned that the implementation of the vision would be 
hard to achieve for smaller countries, which lack the resources and infrastructure 
to do it. 

• It was suggested that this vision should incorporate the best practices and 
frameworks of the state-of-the-art in Enterprise Architecture. Some Member 
States testimonials mentioned that the success cases within some countries could 
be replicated, and volunteered to help. 

• Eurostat mentioned that though the Member States requested more details, it is 
essential that their participation is ensured at the early design phase, in order to 
assess all the needs and requirements. 

• Eurostat emphasized that due to the increased cost in producing statistics, we 
should aim to design a system that could tackle both the national and European 
needs. 

Conclusion (3.2 & 3.3) 

General opinion 

1. Most of the Member states see potential efficiency gains but more 
elaborated business cases are needed. 

2. A full implementation of the programme will take years. It is essential 
to target quick wins to keep the involvement of the different 
stakeholders. 

3. It is important to be more concrete, to elaborate a tangible roadmap. 

4. The programme must be strongly coordinated with other 
international initiatives sharing the same vision. 

5. Big data is a new issue whose impact on ESS VIP programme would 
deserve more attention 

Involvement of Member states 

1. Several countries have started developments fully consistent with the 
approach adopted in the programme and are willing to share with 
others. 

2. Some Member states underlined the specificity of their national IT 
systems.  This could partially challenge the relevance of the 
programme for them. 

3. The programme is designed to benefit the ESS as a whole; benefits for 
countries will have to be highlighted. 

Role of ITDG 

1. ITDG should play an active role in the elaboration and 
implementation of the programme according to its mandate but 
leadership by business is needed. 
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2. ITDG should play a role in orchestration of the initiatives and in the 
validation of the results. 

3.4. Principles of IT Architecture 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented this topic as the result of a request made by ITDG 2011 to SISAI, for 
which SISAI underlined the need to address it together with the business process 
modelling theme. Several Member States volunteered to contribute to the development of 
CORE conceptual architecture and to set up the corresponding principles. 

The presentation highlighted that SISAI didn't deliver results yet the action have been 
also integrated in the ESS VIP programme. It underlined as well that HGL-(MOPS)BAS 
identified plug & play architecture as a 2013 priority and a group has been set up to 
define a work programme for 2013. 

The ITDG was asked to comment on the strategy of CORE development and the ESS 
participation in HLG-(MOPS)BAS. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• One international organization presented the developments done so far in this 
field. It was also mentioned that the results from ESS were being awaited. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress and the links with the on-going work 
by HLG on "plug and play" architecture.  

2. SISAI has mandated a taskforce to elaborate the principles. They 
should deliver next year. 

4. Legislation 

4.1. Cross-cutting legislation on processes, standards and metadata / 
Implementation measures 

Presentation 

Eurostat firstly highlighted the reasons behind this initiative: the existence of 
heterogeneous legislation reproducing specific statistical business processes, causing an 
increase of cost due to different standards being used and lack of harmonization. The 
solution would rely on proposing a new generation of statistical cross-cutting legislation 
that would promote harmonization and integration. 
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The overall legislative framework was then explained, with focus given to the integration 
of legislation in larger statistical domains, the statistical law and the multi annual 
statistical work programme. The content of the draft regulation on processes, standards 
and metadata was also highlighted; emphasis was given to the fact that the technical 
standards will not be mandatory until they are referred to in domain specific legislation 
(exception to the Single Entry Point Services). Also the business process regulated covers 
data/metadata exchange and dissemination but does not intervene in national production 
processes on a compulsory basis. 

The implementing measures of this regulation were also outlined (e.g. on reference 
metadata, quality related reference metadata and technical measure on the exchange 
standard for aggregate data and reference metadata) as well some additional envisaged 
measures that could be proposed. 

Since this topic was changed "To information" ITDG was just asked to comment. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

1. Eurostat questioned the Member States if other options should be envisaged to put 
into place this framework. Some Member States reacted that they were not in 
position to give opinions on this topic due to its legislative-specific nature. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG was informed on the current progress regarding this cross-
cutting regulation. ITDG will be kept up-to-date on the further 
progress of legislating technical standards. 

5. Working Groups 

5.1. Sharing data validation services 

Presentation 

The conclusions from ITDG 2011 were recalled. They called for the development of a 
formal unambiguous language to encode rules that can be translated into specific data 
editing system rule syntaxes, being informed of VIP on Validation progress and the 
optional use of tools provided by Eurostat.  

VIP on Validation main objectives were presented: creating a more efficient production 
chain, with responsibilities clearly assigned and also developing standards for describing 
the editing step, the expression language, the functional specifications and the shared 
tools among ESS. The key deliverables of this project were also mentioned, with focus 
on the unambiguous language for encoding rules, guidelines for the selection of rules, 
guidelines for the assignment of responsibilities in the data editing chain, and user 
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requirements and functional specifications for tools for editing and monitoring 
compliance and to specify the rules. 

The initiative was presented to ESSC which approved. The development of the 
expression language is on-going and very challenging. 

The EDIT tool (resulting from merge of the two tools, EBB and EVE, presented last year 
to ITDG) and its new features were also presented. . 

The next steps include the integration of data checking and Pull Requestor within Single 
Entry Point, improving EDIT user interface, a new tool for creation of rules based on the 
VIP on Validation output. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• Some technical questions and clarifications were given regarding the nature of the 
expression language, if it was XML based or where to store the metadata. 
Solutions to these issues are being currently worked on. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

2. ITDG will be kept informed on the progress in the coming months. 

5.2. SDMX- RI user group 

Presentation 

Eurostat reported on the set-up meeting of the SDMX Reference Infrastructure (SDMX-
RI) User Group presenting the origins of the group and the most relevant substantive 
items, mainly the group's positioning vs. other user groups, the proposing terms of 
reference and the development plans for 2012-13. 

The main objectives were presented, with focus on the promotion of the usage of SDMX-
RI among ESS and outside, the stimulation of new developments and the integration 
within ESS Enterprise Architecture among others. The IT expert membership and 
reporting to ITDG supplementary to DIME were also highlighted. The main vehicles of 
communication of the group were the annual meeting and electronic means.  

Eurostat mentioned the confirmation made by the participants of the importance of this 
group, that an interactive website would be set-up to provide users information and 
gather user feedback and requests and that the Member States were welcome to provide 
their requests for new functionality or to suggest their own developments to be added to 
SDMX-RI. 

ITDG was asked to comment and endorse the terms of reference for this group. 
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Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

2. The mandate for this group was approved. 

5.3. ESS Metadata Handler user group: EDAMIS user group 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the main results of the above mentioned two user groups. For the 
Edamis User Group the outcome of the group meeting of 11/2012 were mentioned, with 
the agreement and discussion of the group strategy, the reporting on the improvements of 
the IT functionalities, user services, and versioning etc. Some enhancements on Edamis 
were also suggested, mainly in the user friendliness, the usage for legal compliance 
monitoring, the authentication method and better communication. An alert was made 
regarding the mandate which is not yet agreed due to the need of input by ITDG/DIME. 

For the ESS Metadata Handler User Group Eurostat highlighted the main activities of the 
group, with the increase of reference metadata flows opened and put into production, the 
enhancement of functionalities of the National Reference Metadata Editor, the 
improvement of the management module for national user and the investment in web 
training and coverage of the SDMX Registry in 2013. 

ITDG was asked to comment on the activities and deliverables produced by these two  
groups.  

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• Member States commented that the quality of the technical documentation of 
Edamis had to be improved. 

• The reliability and efficiency of the web-based training platform was questioned. 
Technical difficulties created some obstacles to the participating organization of 
such e-training sessions. 

• Eurostat commented that work is on-going to improve both the documentation of 
Edamis and the accessibility of the web-based training. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the work progress of these two technical working 
groups. 
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2. Work is on-going to improve the reliability of EDAMIS and the 
accessibility to the web-based training. 

6. Work programme 

6.1. ESSNets on SDMX 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the ESSNets on SDMX initiative which aims to improve the SDMX 
standards and guidelines to create or improve statistical IT applications used for SDMX 
based data/metadata exchange and to contribute to SDMX capacity building. 

The two phases of the project were then presented. Phase I was co-hosted by 6 Member 
States and aimed at covering topics as diverse as MCV Ontology, producing a web 
application for visualising statistical data using SDMX data files, developing modules for 
the framework used by SDMX-RI, working in the integration between SDMX and PC-
Axis or drafting an IT application for micro-data collections. Phase II was co-hosted by 4 
Member States, and worked on the harmonisation of existing SDMX tools, on carrying 
out trainings and producing documentation for SDMX, on  finalising the integration 
between SDMX and PC-Axis and delivering the IT application for micro-data 
collections. 

Eurostat concluded by mentioning that this group has already produced some deliverables 
that are being used for improving the SDMX statistical/technical standards and IT 
applications, though some outstanding issues need to be solved, and some others still 
need further evaluation and review before being made available. A last statement was 
made regarding the need to ensure the maintenance and governance of these applications. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• Some Member States expressed interest in using some of the deliverables 
presented, having asked what were the needed prerequisites and IT infrastructure 
to use them.  

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

2. ITDG asked SISAI to review certain deliverables (eCollect and 
Visualisation Tool) 

3. ITDG took note of the problem of governance and maintenance of 
tools developed by the ESSNets. It will have to be addressed in a 
broader context. 
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6.2.  Work programmes 2013/2014 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the work program for 2013 and orientations for the programme 2014. 

For 2013 some planned activities were underlined: 

• Security – access of microdata for scientific purposes. 
• Developments in the Sponsorship on Standardization. 
• Progress on the SDMX related tools. 
• Work on the Legal Framework to set up creation of standards to facilitate 

interoperability between systems. 
• Work on specific tools, such as EDIT, DEMETRA, Metadata Handler, validation 

tool kit, Census-HUB, SIMSTAT, ESBR, Dissemination, new products for 
mobile devices. 

For 2014 the proposed lines of action were also enumerated: 

• Improvements in the network infrastructure. 
• Data sharing environment to share, among other, confidential information. 
• Common Information Models. 
• Pilot project to assess a Service-Oriented Architecture (plug & play) to increase 

the modularity of the statistical production process and sharing of services. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The Member States expressed concerns regarding the security topic which should 
also be covered in the 2014 programme. 

• Some Member States highlighted that a stronger enforcement on the usage of 
SDMX must be done, since many countries still do not send data in the required 
format. 

• Comments on the structure and clearness of the 2013 work programme document 
were made. Improvements are needed to make it more readable. 

• It was questioned what the strategy was regarding microdata in the forthcoming 
years. Eurostat clarified that it was not yet decided if the decision would be to 
read the data directly from the Member States or to ask the countries to send their 
data to a central repository. 

• The Member States warned that many national E-Government initiatives already 
require microdata centralization, and this should be taken into account to avoid 
duplication of work.  

• Other remarks in the microdata issue also underlined the necessity of an 
appropriate legal framework, since the disclosure of data of a certain country in 
other country might lead to complicated legal situations. 

• Eurostat stressed that to improve interoperability the sharing of data must be 
improved, with the increase of trust, better legal frameworks and all the security 
and political implications appropriately tackled. 
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• Some Member States underlined that any potential use of CCN should be 
analysed in depth. 

6.3. Negative priorities 

Presentation 

Eurostat made a very brief introduction of the negative priorities, mentioning that most of 
the contents in the document are of Eurostat nature and ITDG should comment which 
areas should be reduced in terms of resources and people. 

Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion (6.2 & 6.3) 

1. The ITDG took note of the 2013 work programme. The structure is 
perceived as difficult to read and should be improved. 

2. ITDG discussed the proposed orientations for 2014, based on 5 pillars 
(network infrastructure, data sharing environments, service-oriented 
architecture, security and information models). Concerns expressed 
on: 

� Security related issues which should be emphasized (especially for 
the sharing of microdata) 

� The necessity of in-depth analysis is needed before joining other 
networks (ex.: Testa or CCN) 

3. ITDG approved the main-orientations of the 2014 programme 
including the negative priorities 

7. Reports 

7.1. SISAI 

Presentation 

Eurostat reported the work done under SISAI recalling background and mentioning that 
in ITDG 2011 the need for this group was re-confirmed, its activities and found useful 
and it was asked to analyse the topic of "Principles of IT Architecture" and to develop a 
"Policy for storage, distribution and archiving statistical software within ESS". 
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The Principles of IT Architecture topic were presented as the topics 3.4 and 2.3 of ITDG 
and the proposed Working Group on ESS Security and Secure Exchange reflected the 
SISAI decision. 

SISAI created a taskforce to create a draft of the software sharing policy; the work 
covered the catalogue, ownership and responsibilities, the several life cycle steps, the 
ways of distribution and documentation and the certification of quality. Five Member 
States are participating with Eurostat coordination. 

For the future SISAI will continue to work in the software sharing policy, with results 
expected in 2013, as well as on the Principles of IT Architecture. Information exchange 
on various topics was mentioned, e.g., business architecture, the follow-up of running 
ESS projects. 

In the end ITDG was asked to acknowledge the report of SISAI, commenting on any 
issues and suggesting topics to be covered in the future. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The Member States questioned the current structure of work of SISAI, mentioning 
that the last meetings were extremely heavy in terms of content and the 
discussions were not in-depth... 

• Eurostat outlined that SISAI is working with task forces, but that ITDG should 
guarantee the consistency of the work done and encourage it to work in a top-
down approach, evaluating if it fits in the overall strategy. 

• It was suggested that other modes of working could be explored, such as the 
"sprints". 

• Other modes of working need to be carefully assessed since they could bring 
logistical, financial and scheduling impacts to the participants and involved 
organisations. 

• Eurostat suggested that SISAI should govern its own way of working and the 
competences needed for the specific tasks. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG agreed on the necessity to guarantee the consistency between all 
projects taken care of by the group. SISAI should be guided by an overall 
strategy/architecture.  

2. ITDG asked SISAI to explore innovative ways to organize the work, such as 
virtual meetings (audio, video, web), SPRINT sessions. When there is impact 
on resources ITDG should be consulted.  

7.2. DIME 

Presentation 
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The current activities of the DIME are mainly focusing on the implementation of Joint 
Strategy with the ESS VIP programme, the Sponsorship on Standardization, the HGL-
BAS & GSIM coordination and the ESSnet work programme. The working method is 
based on two meetings a year of the Steering Group, discussing the strategy and agenda 
for the plenary session which takes place in February each year. It was mentioned that the 
ITDG was already invited to join effort with DIME, and there is an emerging need to 
streamline the collaboration with ITDG. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• Eurostat underlined the need to have a common steering group with ITDG. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

2. Cooperation with DIME could be strengthened through a 
participation of ITDG members to DIME steering group.  This will be 
discussed at the next DIME Steering Group. 

7.3. Sponsorship on Standardisation 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the Sponsorship on Standardisation by first making a brief historical 
introduction of the activities of the group since its inception.  

Then the stocktaking pillar proposals were referred, such as the ESS interpretation of 
ISO/IEC definition of standard, the structure of inventory and template description for 
normative documents, among others. The framework pillar proposals were also 
mentioned, with focus given to the overarching architectural framework, the 
standardisation scenarios the SWOT instrument and the process for standards adoption, 
support and governance. It was mentioned that the pilots pillar did not occur due to lack 
of resources and thereby some possible counter measures were implemented. 

The next steps of the Sponsorship will be finalising the strategic work on the stocktaking 
and framework pillars, organising a Census Hub evaluation, providing the ESSNet on 
Standardisation with more inputs, organising a Forward-looking Feedback Workshop and 
formulating strategic recommendations to ESSC. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The Member States mentioned that since so many high-level initiatives have been 
started, the main durations and orientations of the group must be coordinated. 
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Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

2. The planned workshop should make it possible to exchange 
viewpoints of both at strategic level, and from separate specialisations 

7.4. Exchange of confidential information and VIP SICON 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the Exchange of confidential information and VIP SICON topic by 
first underlining the overall aim of the project, by insisting that it still is to develop and 
establish a pilot of infrastructure, services and documentation for accessing the EU 
confidential data. Two pilots have been created under VIP SICON, EGR (Euro Group 
Register) and DARA (Decentralised and Remote Access to Confidential Data in the ESS) 
and other candidates are on the verge of using the SICON infrastructure, such as a 
common validation service Teleworking in Eurostat or GSAST, the Eurostat production 
system for microdata. 

Then Eurostat described on the current status of the project, by mentioning which tasks 
were already concluded and which were in the pipeline, with emphasis in the already 
completed tasks, the user need analysis and provisional pilot tests for EGR and DARA. 

The latest proposed SICON architecture was also highlighted, with focus on the main 
components and decisions, such as the CITRIX access over S-TESTA, the web based 
access using ECAS and how the access to data has to be implemented. The latest 
developments were also underlined as well as the open issues, such as the need for more 
detailed data flows for EGR and DARA pilots and the security issues related to the 
presently proposed DARA solution in the SICON architecture. 

Eurostat concluded by presenting the roadmap and future of SICON; the expected 
production date for EGR is March 2013 and for DARA the need for the open issues to be 
firstly solved in order to allow a reasonable prediction.  

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• The Member States expressed some concerns regarding the delays in DARA 
project. They suggested increasing the priority of this initiative. 

• Eurostat clarified some technical details regarding the secured and intermediate IT 
environments analysed for this project, mentioning that the best architectural 
solution is still under study. 

• Eurostat reassured that the appropriate priority and resources will be given to this 
project. 

Conclusion 
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1. ITDG took note of the late status of the project.  

2. ITDG states that high-priority and proper resources should be given 
to make this project proceed and catch up the schedule. 

7.5. VIP Enhanced Dissemination Chain 

Presentation 

Eurostat contextualized this project as a follow-up of the past initiatives (from 2005-
2010) to update the dissemination systems, from which Eurobase was one of the final 
outputs. VIP EDC aimed at improving the dissemination application and the integration 
of dissemination policies. 

Eurostat then presented the work done in this project focused in the implementation tasks 
4a (Embeddable visualization tool) and 4b (Providing NSIs with access to Eurostat data 
and metadata via SDMX-compliant web services) of the fourth item of its action plan 
"More integration of Eurostat data and metadata in NSI dissemination". 

Concordantly a live demonstration of the Widgets Template Generator was shown, 
highlighting many of the developed features and how it generates a snippet code that 
Members States can embed in their own websites to take advantage of the features.  

Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

7.6. HLG-BAS 

The UNECE representative explained the history of this group and its composition. The 
group has recently changed name and is now called "High Level Group Modernisation of 
Statistical Production and Services" (HLG). Then he highlighted that the statistical 
organizations have difficulties facing on their own with important challenges, such as the 
increased costs to acquire data, the rapid changes in the environment, the need for skilled 
resources, among others, underlining that cooperation is the only solution. 

The strategy for modernization was also mentioned. It focuses on the streamlining of 
processes, new products or managing organizational change, as well as how in the future 
several steps of the GSBPM could be improved. 

The main priorities of this group were emphasized: first the improvement and support for 
the standards GSBPM and GSIM and second the development of a plug & play 
architecture, where the construction of a generalized statistical production system 
assumes a critical role. 
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The presentation concluded with some emerging governance issues, such as the 
increasing amount of work and expectations, as well as the need of more funds. 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• Case studies are being considered and experiences would be recorded in a 
template and formal way. 

• UNECE was asked how it envisaged a possible interaction with the joint ESS 
strategy and how benefits could materialise. UNECE reinsured that the HLG 
could benefit not only EU cooperation but also with the presence of other 
countries such Australia, USA or the Asian countries. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

7.7. MSIS 

Presentation 

UNECE reported on 2012 work of MSIS by explaining which events took place, their 
participation and agenda (focused in architecture, streamlining statistical production, 
innovation and collaboration), and highlighting the guest speakers invited. 

The priorities for the future were also mentioned, mainly the analysis of the impact of big 
data, the strategy for mobile devices (and their importance not only in dissemination but 
also in collection), the management of organizational change, the alignment with the 
HLG vision and strategy and the links with wider data industry. 

Invitation to contribute to the MSIS 2013 conference was expressed. 

Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

7.8. GSIM 

UNECE presented the work made under the Generic Statistical Information Standard by 
highlighting the need for defining a standard information model for statistics (as occurs 
for other realities, such as music, road signage or flight booking). A brief overview of 
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GSIM was done, first by illustrating the standard from a top-level, and then by describing 
some of the low-level details with an UML Class Diagram example. 

An explanation of the relative position of GSIM and GSBPM was also given, as well as a 
description of the existing implementation syntaxes/tools for the reference 
standards/models. 

UNECE concluded by presenting the next steps, mainly covering areas such as mappings 
with other standards or integration between standards (ex.: GSIM and DDI). 

Discussion 

The following issues were discussed: 

• Eurostat asked about the plans regarding the future integration with SDMX. 
UNECE clarified that more engagement is still needed in order to proceed in this 
direction. 

• Some Member States questioned the state of development of this standard (said as 
80% ready) and how reliable it could be. UNECE stated that, based on the 
GSBPM experience, the status of GSIM is already mature enough, and 
improvements will be added in the next releases.  

• Some Member States asked what implementation measures were envisaged. 
UNECE stated that there are already some pilot projects in Canada and New 
Zealand. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

7.9. Sharing Advisory Board (SAB) 

Presentation 

The Sharing Advisory Board reported on its recent developments by first reminding the 
audience of its current governance structure and membership countries. Then a report on 
the 2011-2012 results was made via a live demonstration of some tools developed by the 
group, mainly a wiki, a newsletter and a software inventory. Other outputs included a 
directory of experts and standards and guidelines for multilingual support among others. 

In the work program for 2013, emphasis will be given to standards and guidelines, such 
as the architectural recommendations linked to GSBPM/GSIM and the study on 
prerequisites for sharing. Some developments in the sharing information were also 
underlined, with wiki pages for sharing requirements specifications, conducting surveys 
about plans and projects to identify collaboration opportunities or the set-up of contents 
on open data in the SAB wiki (standards, best practices, licencing and reports). The 
communication and outreach developments were the last topic highlighted, with special 
focus on making the SAB outputs more accessible and exploring new ways of 
communication (Webex, Twitter, LinkedIn…). 
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Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

7.10. Statistical Network 

The Statistical Network reported by reviewing the background of the group, with its main 
challenges, such as limited funding, the aging infrastructure or the rapidly changing 
information industry, and remembering also the member countries. 

The main goal and purpose of the Statistical Network were also highlighted, as well as 
the main expectations, such as the need to agree common standards or ensuring that 
collaboration leverages resources. The main lessons of the group were also underlined 
with particular focus in the projects with geographical proximity, which appeared to have 
progressed more quickly than the others. 

The presentation terminated with the future work program topic, where the alignment 
with HLG priorities, the work with GSIM, and the new opportunities had particular 
attention. 

Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

7.11. SDMX including SWG and TWG / SDMX implementation in 
National Accounts 

Presentation 

Eurostat presented the progress on the SDMX initiative by first making an introduction of 
the group, carried by seven international organisations, the SDMX Sponsors, which are 
responsible to the creation and maintenance of the technical and statistical standards, the 
SDMX infrastructure and IT tools. The governance model was also introduced, with the 
roles of the SDMX Sponsors, Secretariat, Technical and Statistical Working groups duly 
explained as well as the role of the Action Plan (2011-2015). 

The main work progress of the Sponsors and Secretariat was highlighted, with initiatives 
such as putting in place the SDMX Global Registry, the decision for the SDMX 
implementation in flagship domains (such as the National Accounts) and the preparation 
of governance rules for SDMX artefacts. The SDMX Technical Working group mainly 
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worked on the technical preparation for the registry as well as on SDMX IT tools, the 
release of security guidelines for the registry and web services and improved 
documentation. The SDMX Statistical Working Group also presented the main outcomes, 
such as the work on guidelines for SDMX data structure definitions or on guidelines for 
the creation and management of harmonized cross-domain code lists, among others. 

In general, the SDMX work is shifting from the creation and maintenance of the 
standards to implementation of SDMX in statistical domains, to the finalization of the 
on-going work on governance issues and enhancements of SDMX statistical standards. 

Discussion 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusion 

1. ITDG took note of the progress made.  

8. Any other business 

No feedback was received for this topic. 

Conclusions 

The chairman ended the meeting by thanking all the participants and by presenting the 
draft summary conclusions for each topic discussed, requesting some feedback from the 
Member States in order to validate each point. The updated summary conclusions were to 
be made available immediately after the meeting.  

The chairman then addressed some closing words, thanking the ITDG Organization Team 
for the logistical and content support, the presenters and the audience. 

Additional Information 

The next ITDG meetings are scheduled for: 

• 10th and 11th of June 2013 
• 26th and 27th of November 2013 
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